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Jenn:Hi I’ve been working with customer and employee experience teams for over 15 years. I joined Southern New Hampshire University in December of 2019.  I’m currently the Director of Talent Engagement & Inclusion at SNHU.  Unofficially I consider myself the Chief Appreciation Officer ;)Thank you so much, Reward Gateway for sponsoring this event and asking me to share SNHU’s recognition journey! First let me share a little bit about SNHU. 
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SNHU was founded in 1932 as a 2 room business school; specifically accountingSNHU launched its online program in the 1990s we’ve been higher ed innovators ever sinceWe have both national and international programs and robust support services that support our 150K plus learners.  Our North Star is to change lives at scale. 
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Today’s Presentation

1 Where SNHU started

2 Updates for a distributed workforce

3 Driving and measuring success
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Today, I’m going to share with you how we created a first of its kind university wide recognition program to reinforce our culture and core values…..in the middle of a pandemic…..after becoming a distributed workforce. We’ll start before the pandemic, when we started this work, how Covid accelerated the work,  and how we are driving and measuring success. 



“I’ve been recognized for great work in the 
past, but the best part is the praise seems 

genuine rather than canned or generic.” 

“Seems like the same people get recognized”
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Presentation Notes
At SNHU one of our Strategic Objectives is to attract, develop, empower and retain world class talent to deliver on our mission.  Utilizing our intelligent listening channels, monthly and yearly employee surveys; we learned in 2019that recognition was an area of opportunity for the university.  Employees were having inconsistent experiences depending on where they worked.  Beginning in early 2020 the People team officially kicked off the design of our recognition program.  



Starting Point

Top down

One size fits all

Inconsistent

Siloed
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To do this work we gathered a cross functional team and our first task was to complete a recognition inventory, - we wanted to know what is our current state.  Thru the inventory we found that we had over 200 individual recognition programs, 26% tied only to performance. Reco was heavily focused on one time gifts (swag) from leadership, food, or events that only happen in our home location (baseball tix)Focused on what is produced not who we areWe have very little recognition across groups We also learned that we had little to no insight into how much the university spends on recognition due to the mostly de-centralized approach.  And then in the middle of that work; the pandemic escalated and as we worked thru our response to COVID our employees continued to tell us that they needed recognition, appreciation AND that it helped them feel connected to one another and SNHU as a whole.  
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Operationalizing Recognition at SNHU

Phased 
approach

Stakeholder 
Coalition

Employee Shine 
Champions

Tracking Program 
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So how did we operationalize the program.  RG gave us a great formula to increase usage.  And we did what we do best we SNHU-ified that formula  First:   We decided on a phased approach vs big bang. Phase one is non-monetary peer-to-peer appreciation- focusing on the words. Phase two is the redesign of our service awards   The 3rd phase will be adding in Monetary recognition.   Like most organizations Covid has thrust SNHU into uncharted territory.  All research indicates that recognition and appreciation are imperative in the newly distributed work landscape.   However, we also know that our employees are inundated with change both within and outside the org.   being mindful of that change fatigue we are taking a phased approach to our recognition program. I’m a big believer in the power of focusing on behaviors to drive business results.  This is why we are starting with the most basic behavior; words thru day to day appreciation. Next we built a robust diverse stakeholder group from across the university.  These folks have been invited each step of the way to help design, provide feedback, assist with roll out.  That stakeholder group had employees at all levels. In the end we had over 100 employees over the university (at all levels) who have in some way provided feedback on Shine.  We also have a Shine Champion group of individual contributors that act as SMEs, help drive adoption.  These folks hosted demos the week of launch, have created videos and best practice tools, and will continue to work with me to have ongoing programming to help support that culture of recognition.  Lastly we used some internal benchmarking from a test and learn we did to create KPIs to drive adoption and utilization in the first 30, 60 and 90 days. 
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Introduction to 
Shine
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Shine was born from employee feedback, designed with employee feedback and is fed by employee feedback. We spent significant time talking to employees to better understand what they wanted; we purposefully included employees who generally don’t get included in these projects (housekeeping, facilities). With the continued partnership with RG we created a phased implementation plan to drive adoption and utilization of our first university wide recognition program. 
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This is our Shine homepage.  One of the reasons we loved RG was because of how much control we have on branding our site.  We wanted Shine to look like an internal website.  We also worked really hard to build in time to get employee feedback throughout the process.  Examples of our employees voices include the naming of the sections (Shining Stars social feed as seen here)  the look and feel of the site, all was reviewed by a group of employees to validate we were on the right track.   When we designed Shine we determined that we would roll out the program using a phased approach.  I’m going to share more about that soon.  The first phase of Shine is focused on day to day appreciation in the form of eCards.  We have three categories of eCards for our employees.  



Greeting Cards
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Our first category are greeting cards.  Reward Gateway gave us the best practice, and employees picked 12.   These cards are meant for the day to day touch points of appreciation.   



Appreciation Preferences
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Our next category eCards we call appreciation preferences.  These were born from our research that appreciation and recognition in the workplace must be meaningful to produce results. But what is meaningful?  There are tons of resources out there that help define meaning and RG was a great partner in sharing their research and information.  We wanted to know what was meaningful for our employees….so we asked.  We hosted a series of focus groups to help us understand what defined meaningful and that validated our researchIn light of this we explored the idea of appreciation languages (which we call preferences), you can see four of them here.  Someone can send an Ecard offering quality time or an act of service depending on the person’s preference.  Part of our program roll out includes resources created by and for employee to help reflect and understand what is meaningful for them, communicate that to their teams, and then helping everyone honor those preferences. This part of our strategy is to deeply embed appreciation and recognition into our culture and do that we are focusing on foundational behaviors.   



Values-based Recognition
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Our third category are our core values.  We knew that our Core Values were imperative to include in this program.  Our employees are building best practices for all around recognizing someone in a meaningful way centered around our Core Values without any monetary award attached.  We also with the help of RG provided resources to help folks use the Action Value Impact model when crafting the recognition moments.   



Driving 
Success
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We launched Shine on September 21- let’s see how we have done!



Results
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66.2% 
Active Users

Thank you for 
being you -

top ecard sent
57% 

sent by managers

8270
Total Recognitions 

Exhibit Grit -
top values 

ecard

63% 
Recognition Engagement

Over 5,000 comments and 2,900 reactions on recognitions = 
almost 8,000 additional employee interactions!
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We created an internal benchmark based on a test and learn we had previously done.  We wanted at least 30% of our 4400 employees to login and send an eCard within the first 30 days.   3 weeks in we have had 48% of our folks log in, and 46% of our folks sending and receiving recognition.  As of yesterday that engagement number is up to over 66%.   One of the big surprises for me was that 57% of eCards being sent are by leaders.  And the other key piece to celebrate here is the number of comments and reactions contributing to the appreciation and recognition moments.  This is that social component we knew would be a big hit.  These numbers are amazing, and they have exceeded our expectations.   
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“Working on Shine allowed me to connect with colleagues across 
SNHU that I don’t normally interact with.  It also helped me learn 

more about the language of appreciation and how fostering a 
community of recognition and thanks not only impacts individuals, 

it also reinforces our SNHU values and helps build stronger teams.”
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We also asked employees who have participated in the design to share how they felt about being a part of that work.  The impact that this project has had on our employees is more than just the launch itself.  The connections we have fostered along the way are contributing to the buy in.  
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And we are seeing the great success in non monetary day to day appreciation moments fueling strategy and results.  The Action Value Impact model works! As we move towards Phase II, we still have opportunity.  We are thinking deeply about how we maintain this momentum.  We have some key questions:  What resources and tools do we need to provide to ensure that folks are getting meaningful appreciation moments.  How do we increase cross functional recognition moments?  How do we successfully scale that common language of appreciation preferences to make sure that meaningful recognition is happening every day.  How do Our Shine Champions are going to be key players to helping us in this space- not just in designing solutions but also continuing to provide feedback on what is working and what we can improve upon.  So what is next?



Service 
Recognition 
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As I shared we decided on a phased approach for rollout Phase I – day to day appreciation, non monetary values recognitionPhase II – is the reimaging of our Service Recognition program. Phase III – adding monetary recognitionLet’s talk about Service! 



52% 
Service Recognition

of employees who leave SNHU voluntarily do so within 0-3 years
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I always start with by answering the question what is our current state.   We did a full review of the process, technology and policies around our current program- including a process map. We learned a few things:  We looked at our retention data and we learned that  52% of the employees who voluntarily leave SNHU do so  within the first 3 years. We looked at retention data prior to the Great Resignation and we did so because Service Recognition, when done correctly, can be a strategy to retain talent.  Retention will be an opportunity for all organizations indefinitely, we want to future proof SNHU as much as we can.   Back to our current state. When- The first formal milestone celebrated starts at the five-year milestone.  And it doesn’t happen in real time.  Employees are celebrated the year after the milestone.  Who- our current program is for full time and part time employees only, which is about 32% of our employee population. What – employees were given an option of a tangible gift only – chosen from a catalogue of gifts.  If an employee didn’t choose a gift, they were sent a standard item (like a clock). We also relied on site events to celebrate.  How- lots of manual work.  Lots and lots.  We also looked at our retention data and we learned that- 52% of the employees who voluntarily leave SNHU do so  within the first 3 years.  Let’s just sit in that for a moment; only 32% of employees are recognized for their service, when they do it’s not in real time, they have minimal choice and flexibility in the gift they are given and we don’t take the opportunity to recognize folks early enough to use it as a strategic retention strategy.   We knew we needed a revamp- what will that revamp focus on?



Service recognition 

Gift Cards

Amazon.com

Charitable Options
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Our first focus was real time recognition.  As a part of the Phase I launch we created real time scheduled recognition for our current milestones and added 1, 2, 3 year.  Each of these eCards are scheduled by the system, include manager notifications and custom messages.  RG made this so easy.  We basically overnight took a heavily manual process and automated it.  Huge fan of these quick wins!This year we piloted our first virtual service recognition celebration.  It was designed by employees and included guest speakers, networking, video messages, and a yearbook for folks to sign.  We are reviewing the feedback from the participants to determine if we want to continue the event of if we want to try something new.  I have to add that we planned a virtual event for over 800 employees that cost $0 additional dollars.  



Results

30 + milestone 
awards issued 

2 new milestones 
created

Custom automatic 
messages for each 

milestone

Published all 
milestone award 

amounts

Added tax language 
in message
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Now we are working on the gift portion, with a goal RG being the one stop shop! We are also working on creating some recommended best practices for leaders to create additional service recognition celebrations within their teams.  Our current state is an old school catalogue of “gifts” you have to choose.  If you fail to choose a gift I think you were sent a clock.  So no one wants clocks (sorry to offend anyone who might) so this was another huge driver for us choosing RG.  We want to provide choice and flexibility in our new Service program.  it’s awesome that our employees will now have the choice of hundreds of retailers, including amazon...and also charitable donations- which is super important to our employees.  We are also exploring how we can incorporate a swag shop into the site.  The bottom line is that our employees told us they want to choose their gift.  We are excited to work with RG to bring that choice to life for our employees.  
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What’s next



Keeping things fresh

● Employee Appreciation Day 

● SNHU Stories

● Voice of learner scheduled 
recognition

● Cross function recognition

● Appreciation calendar



Thank you!

Jennifer LaFountain

Check me out on LinkedIn
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Jenn:Hi I’ve been working with customer and employee experience teams for over 15 years. I joined Southern New Hampshire University in December of 2019.  I’m currently the Director of Talent Engagement & Inclusion at SNHU. I grew up in Illinois and moved to New Hampshire in 1998 and have never left!  I’m disappointed to admit I got the Illinois trivia question wrong- I grew up surrounded by corn fields NOT pumpkins.  My family will be so disappointed in me ☺Thank you so much, I’m so excited to be here and share SNHU’s recognition journey! First let me share a little bit about SNHU. 
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